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Refinancing Rate Locks Fall to a 20 Percent
Share

National Average Mortgage Rates

By: Jann Swanson | Tue, May 10 2022, 11:13 AM
Black Knight says the steep ascent of mortgage rates, the 30-year conforming jumped 63
basis points in April, was matched by a sharp drop in rate lock activity. Overall volumes
were down 20 percent from March, driven by a 50 percent decline in rate/term refinance
activity. Cash-out refinancing fared little better. Homeowners appear unwilling to sacrifice
their record-low rate existing first mortgages, seeking instead to access equity by way of
home equity lines or second mortgages. Cash-out rate locks fell by 40 percent from
March.
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MBS and Treasury Market Data

The combined decline in refinance locks pushed the refi share of the market down to just
20 percent. It was the lowest share in Black Knight’s records which originated in January
2018.
The company’s Optimal Blue Product and Pricing Engine (OBPPE) recorded an 11
percent decline in purchase mortgage rate locks but they remained largely unchanged
from the prior April, indicating consistent and resilient homebuying demand.
Government-backed lending increased during the month, and both FHA and VA lending
captured market share from conforming products
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“Mortgage interest rates continued their steep ascent in April, with our daily interest rate tracker showing 30-year conforming offerings
finishing the month at 5.42 percent,” said Scott Happ, president, Optimal Blue, a division of Black Knight. “To put that in perspective, in the
last few weeks, we’ve blown through the recent peak seen in 2018 and are now hovering at or near the highest interest rates we’ve seen
since the Great Recession.
“Seen in the light of such quick and sharp rises in 30-year rates, April’s declines in rate lock activity – though bracing – are hardly
surprising,” Happ continued. “That’s particularly true of refinance locks when half of all mortgage holders have current first lien rates
below 3.5 percent.
Pull-through rates – the share of locks that result in funded loans – continued to fall on both purchase and refinance locks, with refi pullthrough falling to just 62.7. Credit scores for rate/term refinancing and home purchases have been consistently in the near 730 range for
both purchase and rate/term loans, while they have taken a steep dive for cash-out refinances since last summer.
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Black Knight says lenders will typically see greater yields by selling loans via mandatory delivery, while best efforts delivery carries less
risk. The graphic below shows the current margin spread between the two.
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